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OutlineOutline

1. Time scales in nature, forecast and observations.

2. DA example

3. What do we give the DA system?
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Perfect modelPerfect model
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(a) A perfect modelperfect model resolving all the temporal scalesall the temporal scales.



  

Reduced modelReduced model
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(b) A reduced modelreduced model resolving only slow temporal scalesslow temporal scales.



  

Two-scale linear modelTwo-scale linear model

Consider we can partition the state variable into slow and fast components:



  

Two-scale linear modelTwo-scale linear model

Consider we can partition the state variable into slow and fast components:

i.e. linear combinations:



  

A simple two-scale linear modelA simple two-scale linear model

From the beginning of time (or at least the assimilation window).

If we separate in scales:

Actually, we do not completely know any of the matrices. But we know 
parts of some of them.



  

ExampleExample

A simple two-scale system.

As an (autonomous) map:



  

Evolution of slow variablesEvolution of slow variables



  

DA in slow variables: no interactionsDA in slow variables: no interactions

time
ETKF, 10 members, obs not every time step.



  

DA in slow variables. Fast-to-slow interactionsDA in slow variables. Fast-to-slow interactions

time
ETKF, 10 members, obs not every time step.



  

DA in slow variables: 2-way interactionsDA in slow variables: 2-way interactions

time

ETKF, 10 members, obs not every time step.



  

DA in slow variables: 2-way interactionsDA in slow variables: 2-way interactions

time
Inflation was used. 



  

What is the DA seeing?What is the DA seeing?
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What is the DA seeing?What is the DA seeing?

nature

obs

reduced
model

Underlined denotes 
what is 'available' 
either in obs or in 
reduced model.

Underlined denotes 
what is 'available' 
either in obs or in 
reduced model.

Isolated evolution Memory Noise 



  

Finding the componentsFinding the components

Let us recall:

Think of three cases:

Independent

Fast to slow

Two-way



  

Fast-to-slow interactionFast-to-slow interaction

Isolated evolution Noise

Explicitly:



  

Fast-to-slow interactionFast-to-slow interaction



  

Fast-to-slow interactionFast-to-slow interaction

In term of stationary (1-step transition) model errors:

Then the effective evolution is: 



  

Fast-to-slow interactionFast-to-slow interaction

In term of stationary (1-step transition) model errors:

Then the effective evolution is: 

The covariance at t depends on the fast model. Also, the time 
autocorrelation of     depends on this.

1-step transition model errors:



  

Fast-to-slow interactionFast-to-slow interaction

In our example it is right to consider the transition error stationary. 

Evolution of 
the covariance 
matrix of the 
fast variables.

Eigenvalues 
conserved by 
the model. 



  

Two-way interactionsTwo-way interactions



  

Two-way interactionsTwo-way interactions

The components of 
the noise are not 
the same as those 
in the in the 1-way 
case.



  

Why did we do this analysis?Why did we do this analysis?

Try the following update.



  

QuestionsQuestions

What part of the two-way noise is completely stationary 
and which is not?

Can we determine statistical properties of the memory 
using only some paths?

How to use the extra information from neighbouring (in 
time) observations. 
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